JGB ENTERPRISES
SUCTION HOSE PRODUCTS

JGB Enterprises supplies an extensive line of suction hoses for use in many applications including
construction, industrial uses, mine dewatering, dock, oil transfer, agricultural applications and more!
We look forward to being your “hose and fittings connection”.

Eagle Green PVC Water Suction Hose
2” to 4”, Standard duty PVC general purpose suction and transfer hose. Coupled MxF
water shanks or cam-locks.

Eagle Orange/Clear Suction & Discharge Hose
Designed for use in fish suction and rental/construction pumping. 1-1/2” to 10” flexible
PVC with rigid PVC helix and synthetic braiding, smooth bore, corrugated O.D.

Eagle EPDM Suction Hose
2” to 4”, Heavy Duty, Smooth EPDM tube with corrugated polyethylene exterior helix, All
weather liquid suction and transfer hose. Coupled MxF water shanks or cam-locks.

Eagle Pump® HD 150 PSI Max Hose
For water suction and discharge in industrial and construction services. 1-1/2” to 12 “ ID.
Natural and synthetic rubber tube with high tensile synthetic textile and steel wire helix
reinforcement. Cover is abrasion and weather resistant synthetic rubber.

Eagle Clear/White PVC Water Suction Hose
1” to 8” ID, PVC tube with rigid PVC helix, standard-duty water suction. MSHA approved
for mining applications.

Kanaflex 180 AR Hose
Heavy-Duty abrasion resistant suction hose for vacuum trucks or handling abrasives such as
sand, crushed rock, pea gravel, cement powder, dry fertilizer, iron ore, or grains. This hose is
static dissipating with no ground wire.

Eagle Chem® UHMW Chemical Suction & Discharge Hose
Lightweight flexible chemical transfer hose designed for almost every common industrial
chemical used in industry today. Non-staining UHMW tube. 3/4” to 4” ID.

Eagle Tank® Truck 300 PSI Hose
Designed for transport of mineral oil products and fuel mixtures with aromatic content
up to 50%. NBR tube with high tensile textile cord, steel helix, crossing antistatic wires for
reinforcement. 2” to 8” ID.

Eagle Tank® Truck 150 PSI Hose
Designed for use in tank truck, bulk petroleum stations, and in plant oil service. NBR tube with
synthetic textile and twin helix steel wire reinforcement. 1-1/2” to 8” ID.

Eagle Arctic® Oilfield 150 PSI Hose
Suction and discharge applications in truck and tank car transfer of gasoline, oil and other
petroleum-based products with up to 50% aromatic content. Use where extreme flexibility is
needed in low temperature. 2” to 4” ID.

Eagle O.S.&D.® Hose
Oil/water suction and delivery service. NBR tube reinforced with multiple high tensile synthetic
tire cords (polyester cords) with steel wire helix. 4” to 16” ID.

Eagle Comoposite® Hose
Suction and discharge gasoline, diesel fuel, paraffin, kerosene, lubricating oils, 100% aromatics,
black oils and heavy lubricants and solvents. Complete product compatibility for safe handling
of all types of oil based 100% aromatics. 4” to 12” ID.
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